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This paper evaluates in a realistic context the local contributions of direct atmospheric forcing and intrinsic

oceanic processes on interannual sea level anomalies (SLAs). A 1/48 global ocean–sea ice general circulation

model, driven over 47 yr by the full range of atmospheric time scales, is quantitatively assessed against al-

timetry and shown to reproducemost observed features of the interannual SLA variability from 1993 to 2004.

Comparing this simulation with a second driven only by the climatological annual cycle reveals that the

intrinsic part of the total interannual SLA variance exceeds 40%over half of the open-ocean area and exceeds

80% over one-fifth of it. This intrinsic contribution is particularly strong in eddy-active regions (more than

70%–80% in the SouthernOcean andwestern boundary current extensions) as predicted by idealized studies,

as well as within the 208–358 latitude bands. The atmosphere directly forces most of the interannual SLA

variance at low latitudes and in most midlatitude eastern basins, in particular north of about 408N in the

Pacific. The interannual SLA variance is almost entirely due to intrinsic processes south of the Antarctic

Circumpolar Current in the Indian Ocean sector, while half of this variance is forced by the atmosphere north

of it. The same simulations were performed and analyzed at 28 resolution as well: switching to this laminar

regime yields a comparable forced variability (large-scale distribution and magnitude) but almost suppresses

the intrinsic variability. This likely explains why laminar ocean models largely underestimate the interannual

SLA variance.

1. Introduction

a. Context

The dynamical response of the nonlinear ocean to the

atmospheric variability is complex: dynamical system

approaches and diagnostics of potential vorticity balances

have demonstrated that in presence of stochastic, seasonal,

or constant atmospheric forcing, oceanic nonlinearity

can intrinsically generate and sustain variability of the

horizontal circulation at interannual time scales (e.g.,

Jiang et al. 1995; Spall 1996; Berloff and McWilliams

1999; Hazeleger and Drijfhout 2000; Dewar 2001; Cessi

and Louazel 2001; Wirth et al. 2002; Dewar 2003;

Simonnet et al. 2003, 2005; Hogg and Blundell 2006;

Berloff et al. 2007). There are various manifestations of

this variability, including, for example, fluctuations of

inertial gyres and associated mode water pools, western

boundary current transitions between high- and low-

energy states (studied in closed basins), slow vacillations

of turbulent jets, and eddy-induced modulations of to-

pographic steering (studied in periodic channels). In this

study we focus on the interannual variability of the near-

surface horizontal circulation [see section 2 in Dijkstra

and Ghil (2005) for a review of idealized results], which

differs from the (slower) variability of the thermohaline

circulation (their section 3).

The studies mentioned above made use of numerical

models with simplified dynamics (e.g., quasigeostrophic

or shallow water, often flat bottomed and/or barotropic)

and geometries, resolving a limited range of processes.

Such idealized approaches are necessary to perform

detailed analyses of key interactions and to demonstrate

their possible existence in the real ocean. These results

provide important dynamical insights, but they cannot
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be directly compared with actual observations regarding

the distribution and magnitude of the intrinsic variabil-

ity in the real ocean.

Regional and basin-scale manifestations of intrinsic

low-frequency (LF) variability have also been reported

in seasonally forced eddying simulations based on ocean

general circulation models (OGCMs) that solve the prim-

itive equations within realistic geometries with realistic

initial states. These studies have revealed significant

interannual-to-decadal modulations of, for example,

basin-averaged mesoscale activity (Penduff et al. 2004),

intergyre heat transport (Hall et al. 2004), sea level

variability (Cabanes et al. 2006), expansion–contraction

of western boundary current systems (Taguchi et al.

2007), and meridional overturning circulation (Biastoch

et al. 2008).

Both idealized and more ‘‘realistic’’ model studies

suggest that at high Reynolds number and with a suffi-

ciently strong atmospheric forcing, the oceanic variability

is likely a complex combination of direct responses to

the atmosphere, and of intrinsic fluctuations (Dijkstra

and Ghil 2005). However, the interplay between forced

and intrinsic variabilities and their relative contributions

to the observed interannual variability remain unclear.

For instance, the Kuroshio undergoes realistic inter-

annual variability patterns both in wind-driven laminar

models (Qiu 2003) and in constantly forced eddying

models (Pierini 2006); Taguchi et al. (2007) suggests

from more realistic simulations that the observed vari-

ability arises from the atmospheric forcing of intrinsic

variability modes. In other words, the contributions of

forced and intrinsic interannual variabilities to the ob-

served signals and their possible interactionsmay largely

depend on location, but they have been mostly investi-

gated regionally and in idealized frameworks so far.

b. This study

To our knowledge, no dedicated mapping and de-

scription of intrinsic and forced variabilities have been

yet attempted at global scale with comparisons to ob-

servations. This paper addresses three main issues in the

(still simplified) context of global ocean–sea ice primi-

tive equation dynamics with realistic geometry, and

from the perspective of the (well observed) sea level

variability:

d What are the contributions of the forced and intrinsic

components in the interannual sea level anomaly (SLA)

variability?
d How are these contributions distributed spatially at

global scale?
d What is the sensitivity of intrinsic interannual vari-

ability to mesoscale activity?

Our aim is to qualitatively (and perhaps quantita-

tively) evaluate the relative contributions of forced and

intrinsic interannual variabilities in the global ocean as

measured by altimeters (at the expense of detailed

process analyses). This complements process-oriented

studies where individual dynamical processes are stud-

ied in detail in highly idealized contexts (at the expense

of direct comparisons with actual observations). We first

evaluate against altimeter observations a ‘‘pivot’’ exper-

iment, that is, a state-of-the-art, 47-yr eddy-admitting

(1/48) ocean–sea ice global simulation forced by a real-

istic interannual forcing. This evaluation follows the

approach proposed by Penduff et al. (2010, hereafter

P10). The samemodel is then driven by themean annual

cycle only to isolate the intrinsic interannual compo-

nent; the variance of the forced component is then es-

timated from the latter two simulations. To illustrate the

possible contribution of nonlinearities on these com-

ponents, the latter comparison is also made between

coarse-resolution (28), laminar versions of the interan-

nually and seasonally forced experiments.

Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite

Oceanographic data (AVISO) is the only existing dataset

that allows a relatively long-term, global, and local de-

scription of the range of scales we are focused on. We

shall therefore focus our analyses on SLAs. The detailed

investigation of unobserved variables and underlying

processes in individual regions and simulations would

require, in turn, a number of idealized studies, which are

left for the future.

Section 2 presents the 28 and 1/48model configurations,

the interannual and seasonal forcing functions, the

construction of our collocated multimodel and observed

SLA dataset, and comparison procedures. Our pivot

experiment (1/48, interannual forcing) is assessed against

SLA observations in section 3. In section 4, we compare

this simulation with its seasonally forced counterpart to

describe the features of intrinsic and forced interannual

SLA variabilities at global scale. Both 28 simulations are

compared in section 5 to estimate the possible contri-

bution of nonlinearities at finer resolution. Conclusions

are given and discussed in section 6.

2. Models, datasets, and comparison procedures

a. Model simulations

The six global ocean–sea ice model simulations men-

tioned in this paper were performed in the framework of

theDrakkar project (http://www.ifremer.fr/lpo/drakkar/),

using the Nucleus for EuropeanModelling of the Ocean

(NEMO) code (Madec et al. 2008). Figure 1 summa-

rizes the relationships between these simulations. Our

sensitivity studies to the forcing were performed using
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eddy-admitting (1/48) and laminar (28) configurations. Their

forcings aside, these configurations are exactly the same

as those described in P10; they differ from each other in

terms of horizontal resolution (28 and 1/48) and subgrid-

scale parameterizations. Note that the meridional reso-

lution of the 28 grid gets finer toward the equator, where it

reaches 1/38; this explains why the 1/48 and 28 simulations

do not differ much in this region. The 1/48 and 28 config-

urations are driven by two forcing functions, yielding a

total of four simulations.

1) T FORCING

The first forcing function, labeled T since it drives the

total low-frequency variability (forced plus intrinsic), is

based on reanalyzed atmospheric fields and satellite

data, and covers the period 1958–2004. It is described

in detail [and referred to as Drakkar forcing set 4.1

(DFS4.1)] in Brodeau et al. (2010). In short, DFS4 is

based on satellite-derived monthly precipitations, daily

radiative heat fluxes, and 6-hourly 10-m atmospheric

state variables fromEuropeanCentre forMedium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) fields [40-yr ECMWF

Re-Analysis (ERA-40) before 2002, ECMWF analysis

afterward]. Turbulent air–sea and air–ice fluxes are

computed from ECMWF variables and surface model

variables through bulk formulas. This forcing function is

used to drive the T 2 28 and T 2 1/48 simulations.

To keep the paper concise, the assessment of T 2 28

and T 2 1/48 against altimetry will involve comparisons

with two earlier simulations, labeled T2 28P10 and

T2 1/48P10, respectively, in the following. These were

extensively described and evaluated in P10. Simulations

T 2 28 and T 2 1/48 only differ from these earlier simu-

lations by two features of their forcing function. First,

the atmospheric fields (DFS3) used to drive the P10 runs

have been updated in T 2 28 and T 2 1/48.1 Second, the

bulk formulas in T 2 28 and T 2 1/48 (as well as in I2 28

and I 2 1/48, described below) do not take into account

surface currents in the computation of wind stress,

FIG. 1. Summary of themodel simulations mentioned in this study, including P10 simulations

and those in bold form the core of the present paper. Note that all model parameters except

atmospheric fields and bulk formulas remain unchanged within each column and everything

except resolution and subgrid-scale parameterizations remain unchanged within each row. The

three curved arrows, and associated descriptions below the matrix, summarize configurations

changes between successive lines or columns.

1 The calibration of atmospheric variables has been improved

from DFS3 to DFS4, and some spurious discontinuities have been

removed. The rationale, description, and oceanic impact of in-

dividual changes made from DFS3 to DFS4 are discussed in detail

in Brodeau et al. (2010).
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unlike in P10 simulations. This current–stress feedback

has been discussed since Pacanowski (1987), but there is

still no clear consensus yet on whether and how it should

be parameterized in numerical models [see in particular

Eden and Dietze (2009), and references therein]. To

maximize the consistency between thisT forcing and the

seasonal I forcing needed for this study, we chose to

ignore this latter feedback in the computation of wind

stresses (see the section below).

2) I FORCING

The second forcing function was built to preserve the

daily mean annual cycle and long-term average of the

T forcing, but it is devoid of interannual variability; it is

labeled I since only intrinsic low-frequency variability

may be excited. This forcing was built by computing 365

daily averages (i.e., a daily mean annual climatology) of

6-hourly DFS4 variables during 50 yr. This daily annual

climatology includes precipitations, runoff, radiative

fluxes, atmospheric state variables (air temperature, air

humidity, wind speed vector uair), and the main qua-

dratic contributions to air–sea fluxes: bulk exchange

coefficients (Cd for momentum, Ce for latent fluxes, and

Ch for sensible heat fluxes) and pseudowind stresses

Cdjuairjuair. As mentioned above, ocean currents are not

used to calculate wind stresses. The resulting I forcing

fields were then low-pass filtered in time (three-point

Hanning filter) to remove the remaining, although small,

high-frequency (HF) noise. This I forcing function is

applied for 314 yr on the 28 and 1/48 configurations. It is

devoid of any interannual atmospheric variability and

of intraseasonal synoptic transients. The corresponding

simulations will be referred to as I 2 28 and I 2 1/48,

respectively.

This method ensures that the linear and the main

quadratic air–sea flux terms (stability of the atmospheric

boundary layer, exchange coefficients, wind stresses,

turbulent heat and freshwater fluxes, etc.) have the same

seasonal cycles and long-termmeans in theT and I forcing

functions. In other words, this method maximizes the

consistency between the interannual and seasonal forc-

ing functions, and between our simulations.

To summarize, the four new simulations investigated

in this paper2 are T 2 28, T 2 1/48, I 2 28, and I 2 1/48.

When joined with the two P10 simulations, we have a

total of six global runs. Model fields, including sea sur-

face height (SSH),were saved as successive 5-day averages

throughout both interannually forced 47-yr simulations.

Model fields were saved at the same 5-day rate after year

300 in both 314-yr seasonally forced simulations but as

monthly averages before this. Our choice of outputs and

associated constraints are described in appendix A.

b. Sea level datasets

The collocation and filtering process of simulated and

observed SLAs is presented in detail in P10 (their sec-

tion 2.2.1); only a short summary is given here. Our

observational reference is the 1993–2004 series of al-

timeter sea level anomalies, provided by AVISO as

a series of global weekly maps on a 1/38 3 1/38 Mercator

grid. Simulated SSHs are converted into SLAmaps after

a time–space collocation onto this AVISO dataset. The

resulting dataset consists of weekly maps of observed

(AVISO) and simulated SLAs available on the same 1/38

Mercator grid, on the same dates (the case of seasonally

forced simulations is presented in appendix A). This

seven-member (AVISO 1 six simulations) ‘‘raw’’ SLA

dataset is then filtered in time using a Lanczos filter. As

done and described in P10, each member of this raw da-

taset is split into its ‘‘low frequency’’ (time scales longer

than 18 months) and ‘‘high frequency’’ (time scales

shorter than 5 months) parts.3 In the present study, lin-

ear trends are removed at each grid point from each LF

dataset (see appendix B).

c. Comparison statistics

Our purpose is to characterize at high and low fre-

quency (the main focus being on the latter) the distri-

bution and magnitude of SLA variability in our seven

collocated sources, that is, AVISO, the four new simu-

lations, and the two P10 simulations. The processing

summarized below is described in detail in P10 (their

section 2.2.2).

1) s, CT, AND CS

For each of these 14 cases (7 datasets 3 2 frequency

bands), we compute 2D fields of SLA temporal standard

deviations [s(i, j)]. The smaps are shown in log scale as

gray shadings (low frequency) and contours (high fre-

quency) for AVISO and the four recent runs in Figs. 2

and 3 after spatial smoothing for clarity. The reader is

referred to P10’s Fig. 4 for s maps in the T2 28P10 and

T2 1/48P10 simulations.

For both frequency bands and each simulation (12 cases),

we compute maps of correlation coefficients Ct(i, j)

2 For clear reference, these four simulations are referred to as

ORCA246-G83b,ORCA025-B83,ORCA246-MJM01, andORCA025-

MJM01 in the Drakkar database.

3 LF and HF frequency bands will also be referred to as ‘‘in-

terannual’’ and ‘‘mesoscale,’’ respectively, as in P10. Time scales

between 5 and 18 months (referred to as quasi annual in P10) are

barely sensitive to the shutoff of interannual forcing and are not

investigated in the present study.
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between (observed and simulated) collocated local SLA

time series. Local significance levels at 95%are estimated

at each grid point for each Ct(i, j) map from lagged

autocorrelations functions of observed and simulated

SLA time series, as proposed by von Storch and Zwiers

(1999).As noted by P10, these significance level estimates

are relevant for our time series, which have different

(and arbitrary) spectra and autocorrelations. Insignificant

Ct(i, j) values are masked in the following: only signifi-

cant Ct(i, j) values are considered in further computa-

tions and discussed below.

Statistics will also be presented within 14 latitude

bands labeledl2 (1; 14), spanning the 708S–708N latitude

range by 108 intervals (this interval was 58 in P10). To

this aim, the 14s(i, j) and 12 Ct(i, j) maps are simply area

weighted and averaged over each band to yield s(l) and

Ct(l) in each frequency band. The spatial correlation

Cs(l) between simulated s(i, j) maps and their AVISO

counterpart is computed within each latitude band for

all 12 cases to evaluate the agreement between both

variability maps as a function of latitude. These latitude-

dependent skill estimates are presented for the earlier

FIG. 2. Total variability (log scale, cm) at LF (gray shading) andHF (selected contours: 0.2 in

blue, 0.5 in red, 0.8 in orange, 1.1 in yellow): (top) AVISO, and fully forced model simulations

at (middle) 1/48 and (bottom) 28. For clarity, maps have been smoothed.
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(T2 1/48
P10

, T2 28
P10

) and new (T 2 1/48, T 2 28) inter-

annually forced simulations in Fig. 5, and for the

interannually forced (T2 1/48 and T2 28) and seasonally

forced (I 2 1/48 and I 2 28) new simulations in Fig. 6.

The agreement between (unsmoothed) LF and HF

variability maps within each individual dataset is eval-

uated from spatial correlations in successive latitude

bands, and shown in Fig. 4 for AVISO and for the four

new simulations.

2) INTRINSIC AND FORCED LF VARIABILITY

We shall consider in this study that at low frequency,

the total SLA variability T(t) locally found in interann-

ually forced simulations T is the sum of the intrinsic

component I(t) (diagnosed from I simulations) and of a

forced variability component F(t). This simple assump-

tion is tacitly made in idealized studies, where the low-

frequency variability simulated under steady or seasonal

forcing is considered representative of the intrinsic

component of the oceanic variability. This yields the

following relationship between the total, intrinsic, and

forced local LF variances:

(sT)2 5 (sI)2 1 (sF)2 1 2sI
s
FCI,F , (1)

where CI,F denotes the local temporal correlation be-

tween intrinsic and forced SLA fluctuations. As men-

tioned in the introduction, idealized studies have shown

that I(t) has a strong random character; in other words,

we also assume at this point that the local time series of

I(t) and F(t) at low frequency are not significantly cor-

related in time (i.e., CI,F ; 0; the validity of this conve-

nient, initial assumption4 is assessed and discussed in

section 4c(1)]. This second assumption allows us to es-

timate the local variance of forced low-frequency SLA

variabilities as the difference between total and intrinsic

LF variances. The forced LF standard deviation of SLA

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for intrinsic variability obtained from seasonally forced simulations

(top) I 2 1/48 and (bottom) I 2 28.

4 This assumption was explicitly made by Hazeleger and

Drijfhout (2000, p. 13 966), who wrote, ‘‘By definition, externally

generated oceanic variability is generated independently of oce-

anic processes, for instance, the passive response of the ocean to

variability in the atmospheric forcing.’’
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in the eddying regime may thus be estimated at every

grid point by

s
F21/48
LF 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

(sT21/48
LF )2 2 (sI21/48

LF )2
q

.

This latter quantity, and its laminar counterpart sF228
LF

(derived from s
T228
LF and s

I228
LF ), are shown as maps and

in zonal average in Fig. 7. Finally, the percentage of the

total LF variance that is generated intrinsically is esti-

mated as

RI
LF 5 100%3 (sI

LF/s
T
LF)

2.

These ratios are shown as maps and zonal averages in

Fig. 8 for the 1/48 and 28 resolutions.

3. Assessment of SLA variability in the pivot

experiment T 2 ¼º

Wefirst assess with respect toAVISO the geographical

distribution, magnitude, and phase of the SLA variability

in the 1/48 interannually forced simulation (T 2 1/48) be-

tween 1993 and 2004. The (smoothed) spatial distribu-

tions of high- and low-frequency variability in both

datasets are shown in the top andmiddle panels of Fig. 2.

Besides the recalibration of its forcing (see Fig. 1), the

FIG. 4. Skills of earlier (T2 1/48P10 and T2 28P10, dashed lines) and new (T 2 1/48 and T 2 28,

solid lines) fully forced simulations as a function of latitude (abscissas) in the (left) HF and

(right) LF frequency bands. (top row) Total SLA standard deviation [sT(l), cm]; AVISO

reference is shown in green. (middle row) Significant temporal correlations with local AVISO

time series [Ct(l)]. (bottom row) Spatial correlations [Cs(l)] between simulated and observed

s
T(i, j) maps.
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T 2 1/48 simulation is the same as T2 1/48
P10

which was

extensively compared to the sameAVISO referenced by

P10. For conciseness, the fidelity of T2 1/48 with respect

to AVISO is not discussed as extensively here but is com-

pared to T2 1/48P10 in zonal average (plain and dashed

black lines in Fig. 5); in addition to this figure, the in-

terested reader is referred to P10 for an in-depth de-

scription of the strengths and weaknesses of T2 1/48
P10

.

a. HF variability at ¼8

The middle left panel in Fig. 5 shows in zonal average

that the temporal correlations between observed and

local HF time series are almost identical in T 2 1/48 and

T2 1/48P10. However, the transition fromT2 1/48P10 toT2

1/48 enhances the magnitude of the SLA HF variability

by 10% to almost 100% at most latitudes in zonal av-

erage (cf. dashed and solid black lines, top left panel),5

bringing it much closer to theAVISO reference. Despite

this large increase, the HF variability in T2 1/48 remains

weaker than observed at midlatitudes (cf. black and

green lines). As noted by P10 indeed, 1/48 eddy admitting

models like ours cannot resolve more than the first de-

formation radius away from the lowest latitudes; hence,

they may underestimate the midlatitude eddy activity

generated by baroclinic instability.

P10 have shown that the HF surface variability in

T2 1/48P10 was correctly distributed in most regions of

the global ocean; at most latitude ranges (black lines,

bottom left panel in Fig. 5), this distribution is further

improved in T 2 1/48. However, certain currents in both

simulations are locally shifted compared to observations

(Fig. 2): the North Atlantic Current (NAC) locally fol-

lows the mid-Atlantic Ridge, the Kuroshio does not

extend far enough to the east, and the Antarctic Circum-

polar Current (ACC) undergoes a localized meridional

shift north of the Kerguelen Plateau. Details about these

local biases, which are often present in higher-resolution

simulations as well, may be found in Barnier et al. (2006).

To summarize at this point, the high-frequency SLA

variability inT2 1/48 is typical of eddy-admitting solutions

with a few local discrepancies and is more realistic than

inT2 1/48
P10

in terms of intensity. The reader is referred to

P10 for a more detailed description of these local biases.

FIG. 5. Spatial correlations by latitude band (abscissas) between

unsmoothedHF and LF s(i, j) maps for each dataset (colors); large

values mean large correspondence between spatial structures of s

in both frequency bands.

FIG. 6. Skills of the simulations driven by the full DFS4 forcing

(T2 1/48 in black,T2 28 in red) and by the seasonal forcing (I2 1/48
in gray, I 2 28 in pink) in the LF band as a function of latitude

(abscissas). Rows correspond to the same quantities as in Fig. 5.

AVISO reference is shown in green.

5 This large increase is consistent with Eden and Dietze’s (2009)

findings about the suppression of the surface current feedback onto

the wind stress.
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b. LF variability at ¼8

The dashed and solid black lines in the right panels in

Fig. 5 show at low frequencies how the transition from

T2 1/48
P10

to T 2 1/48 modifies the realism of SLA vari-

abilities. More details about this variability in T2 1/48
P10

may be found in P10. The low-frequency SLA variability

undergoes a 10%–30% enhancement, which brings its

zonally averaged meridional profile remarkably close to

the AVISO reference (top right panel). Despite a very

small decrease in temporal correlations (middle right

panel), the geographical distribution of the LF variability

at midlatitudes (bottom right panel) is also improved

compared to T2 1/48
P10

. In other words, the interannual

SLA variability is globally improved and compares well

with AVISO, in particular in terms of amplitude.

c. Geographical correspondence between HF and LF

variabilities at ¼8

HF and LF variability maps from each dataset are

superimposed in Figs. 2 and 3; their mutual correspon-

dence (e.g., spatial correlations within each dataset) is

shown as a function of latitude in Fig. 4. Previous studies

have shown [see, e.g., the introduction in Chang et al.

(2001)], and theAVISO data confirm (top panel in Fig. 2,

FIG. 7. Maps: Forced variability at LF s
F
LF (log scale, cm) at (top) 1/48 and (middle) 28 res-

olutions. Contours in (top) enclose areas where the intrinsic SLA variance exceeds the total

SLA variance by 20% at 1/48 resolution (this does not happen at 28); see text for details.

(bottom) Zonally averaged LF forced variability sF
LF as a function of latitude in the 1/48 (black)

and 28 (red) cases.
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green line in Fig. 4), that most extratropical regions

with strong mesoscale variability (HF in contours) also

exhibit strong variability at longer time scales, that is, in

the interannual (LF, shading) and quasi-annual (not

shown; see P10) bands. This is particularly clear along

the Gulf Stream (GS), NAC, Kuroshio, ACC, in the

Brazil–Malvinas Confluence, in the Agulhas retroflection

region, and in theEastAustralianCurrent area. P10 showed

that a significant part of this localized low-frequency

variability is found at scales larger than about 68.

This observed and simulated correspondence denotes

low-frequency fluctuations of both mesoscale activity

and regional circulation patterns in the same regions,

with probable interactions between both. Namely, eddy

energy is drawn from—hence is expected to follow the

slow changes of—the regional circulation; in turn, eddies

are likely to feed the slow and large-scale variability

locally through, for example, Reynolds stress (Berloff

et al. 2007) or inverse cascade processes (e.g., Scott and

Arbic 2007). Note that the observed maxima of HF and

LF variability are much less collocated at low latitudes

(spatial correlation falls to 0.15, green line in Fig. 4). This

is consistent with the more linear dynamics at work in

the equatorial waveguide, where fast and slow waves are

more likely to evolve independently than at higher latitudes

and to reach maximum amplitudes at different locations.

These observed features are well reproduced inT2 1/48

(middle panel in Fig. 2, black line in Fig. 4). This realistic

FIG. 8. Maps: Percentage of the LF variance explained by intrinsic processes (RI
LF, shading)

at (top) 1/48 and (bottom) 28. Contours show the LF intrinsic variability in log scale (same colors

as in Fig. 2). (bottom) Same percentages averaged zonally and shown as a function of latitude in

the 1/48 (red) and 28 (black) cases.
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correspondence between HF and LF SLA variabilities

further confirms the skill of this simulation; its sensitivity

to the forcing is further discussed below.

To summarize this section 3, the SLA variability at all

time scales in the new T 2 1/48 simulation is comparable

to its earlier T2 1/48P10 version (extensively described in

P10) in terms of phase and spatial distribution, and is

much closer to altimetric observations in terms of mag-

nitude. Except in localized areas, our 1/48 model repro-

duces many features of the real ocean’s SLA variability

under realistic forcing, in particular at interannual time

scales. Its interannual variability without direct inter-

annual forcing is now examined.

4. Intrinsic and forced low-frequency variability

at ¼º

We now describe the sea level interannual variability

that is generated intrinsically at 1/48 under seasonal

forcing (in the I 2 1/48 simulation). The forced inter-

annual variability and its contribution relative to the

intrinsic component are presented afterward. Note that

our diagnostics are local but that the interannual vari-

ability might be forced (or intrinsically generated) re-

motely in space and previously in time. The shading in

Figs. 2 and 3 show the maps of total sT and intrinsic sI

variabilities, respectively. Figure 6 shows the zonally

averaged profiles of s, Ct, and Cs for the total and in-

trinsic variabilities (in black and gray, respectively).

a. Intrinsic LF variability at ¼8

Zonally averaged, significant temporal correlations Ct

between low-frequency SLA time series in AVISO and

in I 2 1/48 (gray line, middle panel of Fig. 6) are much

smaller than in the T2 1/48 case (black). This means that

the phase of the interannual variability is significantly

different from observed, consistent with its intrinsic

generation. Note, however, that the decrease in Ct due

to the shutoff of interannual forcing is small in the

Southern Ocean (where Ct is already small with inter-

annual forcing).

1) SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION

The top panel in Fig. 6 shows that the intrinsic in-

terannual variability in I2 1/48 (gray line) is very small at

low latitudes. Without direct forcing indeed, our nu-

merical ocean cannot generate the main modes of inter-

annual variability that largely involve air–sea coupling in

these regions: the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO;

see Philander 1990) or the Indian dipole (e.g., Smith

2000). Relatively linear low-latitude ocean dynamics are

also unlikely to locally generate low frequencies through

inverse cascade processes. The top panel in Fig. 3 suggests

that this weak intrinsic interannual variability may be gen-

erated remotely—for example, by theNorthBrazil Current

retroflection or the Indian Ocean Great Whirl—and

reach the equator as coastal Kelvin waves. Further re-

gional investigations are needed to test this hypothesis.

The same panel shows that in the extratropics, the

largest interannual variability is mostly found in the same

areas in T 2 1/48 and I 2 1/48—that is, along the ACC, in

westernboundary current extensions (GS,NAC,Kuroshio,

East Australian Current), in the Brazil–Malvinas Con-

fluence, and in theAgulhas region. In other words, many

extratropical regions where strong interannual vari-

ability is found with full forcing (and in AVISO to

a large extent) are also regions with strong intrinsic in-

terannual variability. This geographical agreement pole-

ward of 208 is quantified by comparing the gray and

black lines in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.

Comparing the contours and shadings superimposed

in Figs. 2 and 3 shows that the spatial correspondence

between eddy-active areas and regions of large low-

frequency variability is stronger in I2 1/48 than inT2 1/48

and in AVISO (this is confirmed by the black, gray, and

green lines in Fig. 4). The enhancement of this observed

correspondence as the low-frequency forcing is switched

off and its confinement in eddy-active midlatitude cur-

rents (6408) demonstrates that the broad-band temporal

variability found in SLA along midlatitude eddy-active

currents is intrinsically generated in the ocean, rather

than forced.

2) MAGNITUDE AND REGIMES

The ratio RI21/48
LF between intrinsic (I 2 1/48) and total

(T 2 1/48) interannual SLA variances at 1/48 resolution,

defined in section 2c(2), is shown in Fig. 8 (map in the

top panel, zonal average as a gray line in the bottom

panel). Large and small values of R correspond to pre-

dominant contributions of intrinsic and forced in-

terannual variances, respectively. The top panel in Fig. 8

shows thatR remains smaller than 20% in the 108S–108N

band, except in the North Brazil Current retroflection

and the area surrounding the Indian Peninsula where

ocean-only processes bring the proportion of intrinsic-

to-total variability up to 40%–80%. The standard devi-

ation of intrinsic interannual variability is about 2 cm in

these areas (top panel in Fig. 3).

Largest values ofR are found within the main eddying

currents (ACC, Kuroshio, GS, NAC). In zonal average

(bottom panel in Fig. 8), 80%–90% of the interannual

variability simulated in T2 1/48 is generated intrinsically

between the ACC’s Sub-Antarctic Front and the sea ice

limit (top panel), in particular in its Atlantic and Indian

sectors; this feature is further discussed in section 4c below.

Relatively large contributions of intrinsic variability
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(i.e., 60%–80%) are also found along the path of the

GS–NAC and in theNorthAtlantic subpolar gyre, in the

Kuroshio and in the northern Alaskan gyre, and east of

Australia. As mentioned above, strong mesoscale ac-

tivity is also found in these latter regions (contours in the

same panel), suggesting the existence of dynamical in-

teractions between both ranges of time scales. Indeed,

animations and Hovmöller diagrams from I2 1/48 reveal

that both HF and LF SLA variabilities are eddy sized in

these regions, further supporting the idea that mesoscale

eddies fluctuate over a wide range of time scales near the

main currents.

In their Fig. 10b, Taguchi et al. (2007) show in the

Kuroshio Extension a ratio R*5s
I
LF/s

T
LF that relates

to our ratio R in a simple way: R; 100%3 (R*)2. Here

R* was computed from a different model simulation

[OGCM for the Earth Simulator (OFES)] at finer res-

olution (1/108) over a longer, 42 yr, period with a different

method. The eastward penetration of our simulated

Kuroshio is shorter than observed (Fig. 2) and Taguchi

et al.’s (2007) but comparing R* and R reveals two clear

similarities in this region. First, the LF variability in both

simulations is largely intrinsic (R* and R are close to 1

and 100%, respectively) in a broad region surrounding

the Kuroshio Extension. Second,R* andR exceed 1 and

100%, respectively, just poleward of the Kuroshio’s

variability maximum with peaks locally exceeding 1.1

and 120%, respectively (R . 120 within Fig. 7’s cyan

contours; see below). In other words, these quite dif-

ferent model setups confirm that intrinsic processes

largely contribute to the total LF variability in this eddy-

active region.

The low-frequency intrinsic variability is not as strong

in the quiescent subtropics of both hemispheres; how-

ever, it nevertheless exhibits zonally elongated maxima

between about 208 and 358, both in absolute value (Fig. 3)

and compared to the total LF variability (Fig. 8). In

these latitude bands, which roughly correspond to the

equatorward flanks of subtropical gyres, animations and

Hovmöller diagrams reveal a different picture than that

described in eddy-active regions: the LF intrinsic SLA

variability consists of large-scale interannual Rossby

wave–like signals that propagate to the west at a few

centimeters per second, that are emitted in eastern ba-

sins and intensify toward the west throughout the whole

314-yr integration. The scale, phase speed, period,

westward intensification, meridional location, and con-

finement of these first-mode-like baroclinic features are

consistent with those found by Hazeleger and Drijfhout

(2000) in their idealized study of intrinsic subtropical

variability. This qualitative agreement is noteworthy

andmay indicate similar generation processes; however,

the study of these intrinsically generated midlatitude

Rossby waves would require a complete characteriza-

tion of the 3D variability, comparisons with various

theories, and perhaps a series of sensitivity experiments

in idealized or realistic contexts. This lies beyond the scope

of this global description and is left for future studies.

In summary, our results show that a large percentage

of the (realistic) SLA interannual variability present in

the fully forced case is generated intrinsically: this per-

centage is actually larger than 40% over half of the

global ocean area and exceeds 80% over one-fifth of it.

b. Forced LF variability at ¼8: Main features

Comparing the black and gray lines in the top panel of

Fig. 6 shows that switching on the interannual forcing

(i.e., the transition between I 2 1/48 and T 2 1/48) yields

the largest increase in zonally averaged interannual

variability between about 208S and 208N. The inter-

tropical interannual variability in the real ocean, largely

due to ocean–atmosphere interactions that are not ex-

plicitly resolved in T 2 1/48 [see section 4a(1)], is accu-

rately forced by the DFS4 forcing, in particular at these

low latitudes (see section 3b).

Figure 7 shows the forced s
F variability map at 1/48

(top panel) and its zonal average (black line, bottom

panel). This map shows that the intertropical inter-

annual variability is markedly influenced by the atmo-

sphere in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, that is, much

more than in the Atlantic. This is consistent with the

low-latitude distribution of ocean–atmosphere inter-

annual variability modes: ENSO in the Pacific and the

Indian dipole (Saji et al. 1999), which are partly con-

nected (Schott and McCreary 2001) and have a larger

interannual SST (hence, presumably, SLA) signature

than their Atlantic equivalent (Zebiak 1993).

Noting that ENSO and the Pacific decadal oscillation

(PDO) have comparable imprints on the North Pacific

wind stress curl interannual anomalies (Gershunov and

Barnett 1998), and that interannual atmospheric anom-

alies are stronger in the Pacific than in the Atlantic, the

direct influence of the atmosphere on the midlatitude

interannual variability [via, e.g., Qiu’s (2003) PDO-

related mechanism] is expected to be stronger in the

Pacific than in the Atlantic. The top panel in Fig. 7

shows that, indeed, the forced midlatitude interannual

variability is stronger in the eastern North Pacific

(s
F21=48
LF . 2:52 3 cm) than in the Atlantic.

Forced interannual variability is found along eastern

boundaries, for example, along the northeastern bound-

ary of the Indian Ocean (2 cm). The meridional extent

of this maximum suggests that it is forced by equatorial

air–sea coupling and propagates northward. Part of this

atmospherically driven near-coast interannual variabil-

ity is also likely to excite westward-propagating Rossby
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waves (e.g., along the large-scale local maxima origi-

nating from eastern boundaries in the southern Indian

and Pacific Oceans) as those mentioned above at mid-

latitudes.

c. Intrinsic and forced LF variability at ¼8

1) POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS

As mentioned above, the cyan contours in the top

panel of Fig. 7 enclose regions (mostly in the Southern

Ocean and around 258N) where the LF intrinsic vari-

ability found in I 2 1/48 exceeds by 20% or more the LF

total variability found in T2 1/48. This does not question

the validity of our simulations but questions the two

simple assumptions made in section 2—that is, 1) the

total variability is the sum of the forced and intrinsic

components and 2) both components are uncorrelated);

at least one of these initial assumptions is invalid there.

It is possible that assumption 1 is wrong (e.g., in the

highly variable Southern Ocean) because of strong

nonlinear interactions between both components.

However, it is formally possible that assumption 1 is

valid everywhere in T 2 1/48 if temporal correlations

between the intrinsic and forced components are nega-

tive in contoured regions [see Eq. (1)]. In other words,

both components might add up everywhere in the fully

forced simulation but be partly out of phase in certain

regions, hence yielding a total variance that is smaller

than the intrinsic variance.

These two simple assumptions may not be formally

valid in our complex simulations; however, they proved

useful in estimating the forced variability. Further un-

derstanding the actual relationships between the forced

and intrinsic LF variabilities would certainly require

dedicated investigations, preferably in idealized con-

texts first.

2) CASE OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN

Figures 2 and 3 have shown that the observed distri-

bution of the interannual SLA variability in the Southern

Ocean is correctly simulated by our 1/48 model, with

and without interannual forcing (in T 2 1/48 and I 2 1/48,

respectively). Strong interannual variabilities in AVISO

and in the latter two simulations are found in eddy-

active regions (see Fig. 4), that is, alongACC fronts. The

top panel in Fig. 9 shows the interannual SLA variability

simulated with full forcing (sT21/48
LF ) and black dots show

the location of its maximum at each longitude. Away

from the Kerguelen Plateau (758–908E), this maximum

follows the Subtropical Front between about 308 and

658E and the Sub-Antarctic Front between about 658

and 1408E [based on the map by Orsi et al. (1995)].

Figure 9’s bottom two panels show the contributions of

the intrinsic and forced interannual variabilities at given

meridional distances (ordinates) from the fully forced

variabilitymaximum shown as black dots in the top panel.

The right bottom panel in Fig. 9 shows that the in-

trinsic variability maximum (I2 1/48, red peak) is slightly

displaced southward (50 km) compared to the total

variability maximum (T2 1/48, black peak). Although set

at first order by the topography (Sallée et al. 2008), the

position of theACC fronts may vary on interannual time

scales, either because of the forcing (Fyfe and Saenko

2006) or just intrinsically. As the front constitutes a large

gradient in SSH, forced and intrinsic shifts in its position

should induce large SLA variabilities there. The forced

and intrinsic variabilities, indeed, reach their (compa-

rable) maximum amplitudes close to the main front.

Interestingly, most of the interannual SLA variability

is forced by the atmosphere north of the total maximum

(therefore including the area where the Subantarctic

ModeWater is formed and subducted). On the contrary,

the interannual SLA variability is almost fully intrinsic

(red line) south of the total maximum (black peak); this

is consistent with the aforementioned small temporal

correlations and with their weak sensitivity to the pres-

ence of interannual forcing (middle panel in Fig. 6). The

left bottom panel in Fig. 9 as well as Figs. 3 and 7 exhibit

this meridional contrast over most of this 1308 range of

longitude.

The origin of this marked contrast is not clear, but

we offer a hypothesis. The maximum in LF variability

shown as black dots in the top panel of Fig. 9 approxi-

mately follows the southern edge of the so-called South-

ern Hemisphere supergyre [see Fig. 3 in Ridgway and

Dunn (2007)]. This wide circulation pattern is predicted

by Sverdrup dynamics (de Ruijter 1982) and is hence

presumably sensitive to low-frequency fluctuations of

the large-scale wind stress curl. Our results show that,

indeed, the interannual SLA variability north of the

black dots has large spatial scales (larger than 68, not

shown) and is mostly forced by the atmosphere. In the

ACC south of this subtropical cell, the interannual SLA

variability is not likely to be governed by the Sverdrup

balance (Rintoul et al. 2001; LaCasce and Isachsen 2010),

and hence it is presumably not to be structured at the

basin scale. Indeed, we find that the interannual SLA

variability south of the maximum is largely independent

of the forcing and hasmuch smaller scales than north of it.

To summarize, our 1/48 simulations exhibit sharp

changes in the origin and spatial scales of the SLA in-

terannual variability where subtropical Sverdrup-based

dynamics change into circumpolar dynamics. More in-

vestigation and additional sensitivity experiments should

help verify whether these concomitant transitions are

linked physically.
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5. Role of resolved versus parameterized eddies

We now isolate from the 28 simulations (T 2 28 and

I 2 28) the intrinsic and forced components of the in-

terannual SLA variability, and compare them with their
1/48 equivalents. Our main purpose here is to evaluate the

possible sensitivity of these components to the explicit

(although partial) resolution of mesoscale eddies at 1/48

versus their parameterization at 28. The total interannual

variability in T2 28 is evaluated against altimetry (using

T2 28
P10

as a reference for conciseness) in section 5a

below. Its intrinsic and forced components are described

and compared to their T 2 1/48 counterparts afterward.

a. Assessment of SLA variability in T 2 28

The red solid lines lie on or above red dashed lines in

all panels of Fig. 5. This means that at 28 resolution as

well, the forcing update has a beneficial (or neutral)

impact on the magnitude and distribution of SLA vari-

ability at all time scales. Therefore, the T 2 28 inter-

annually forced simulation has globally more skill than

its earlier ‘‘P10’’ version in reproducing the observed SLA

variability at all time scales and differs from T 2 1/48 in

the way described in P10 regardless of forcing update.

We now focus on the comparison of T2 28 and I2 28 to

isolate the intrinsic and forced variabilities simulated at 28.

b. Intrinsic and forced low-frequency variability at 28

1) INTRINSIC LF VARIABILITY AT 28

The maps in Fig. 3, the top panel of Fig. 6 (gray and

pink lines), and Fig. 8 show that the transition from

eddying to laminar regimes almost suppresses the in-

trinsic variability, bringing its contribution to the total

interannual variability to very small percentages (smaller

than 3% over half of the global ocean). This confirms

that (even partly) resolved nonlinear eddies (and/or

reduced dissipation) play a critical role in generating

(and/or not dissipating) intrinsic LF variability. Al-

though much smaller, the contribution RI
LF of intrinsic

variability to the total reaches 20%–30% at 28 in a few

regionswhere it is large at 1/48, suggesting that noneddying

FIG. 9. The LF SLA variability in the ACC at 1/48 resolution. (top) Total variability (sT21=48
LF ,

cm). The sinuous black line follows the maximum of this field in T 2 1/48 at each longitude

(excluding the Kerguelen Plateau) and corresponds to ordinate 0 in the other two panels.

(bottom left) Percentage of variance explained by the intrinsic component (RI
LF, color), as

a function of longitude (abscissas) and of the meridional distance to the maximum of s
T21=48
LF

(ordinate, km); the Kerguelen region is omitted; contours as in Fig. 7. (bottom right) Total

(black), intrinsic (red), and forced (blue) LF standard deviations are averaged between 308 and

1638E (omitting the Kerguelen Plateau) at constant distances from the maximum of s
T21=48
LF ,

and shown as a function of this distance.
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processes (e.g., large-scale Rossby or Kelvin waves)

are involved there. However, in areas of strong eddy

activity (ACC, western boundary currents), the de-

crease in the intrinsic contribution due to the coarser

resolution is greater, further supporting the large in-

volvement of nonlinear eddy processes in producing

intrinsic variability.

2) FORCED LF VARIABILITY AT 28

The shading in the middle panel of Fig. 7 shows the

forced LF variability at 28: the large-scale patterns of this

component appearsmuch less sensitive than the intrinsic

component to the decrease in model resolution. Dif-

ferences between s
F21/48 and s

F228 are found in the

Southern Ocean; nonetheless, the 28 counterpart of Fig.

9’s bottom right panel (not shown) indicates that the

forced variability remains stronger north of the ACC

front than south of it at 28 as well. This weak sensitivity

of the forced variability to resolution strongly suggests

that at first order in our forced simulations, and unlike

the intrinsic component, the forcedLFvariability involves

relatively linear dynamics; these include, for example,

Rossby waves, Kelvin waves, Sverdrup-type responses,

or wind-forced topographically trapped Taylor columns

that are likely responsible for the southeastern Pacific

maximum (Webb and de Cuevas 2003) visible at both

resolutions.

Besides this general agreement, the zonally averaged

forced LF variability (bottom panel in Fig. 7) is up to

20% larger at 1/48 than at 28 at mid- and high latitudes,

this is, where eddies are most energetic. Two arguments

may be proposed to explain this difference. First, hori-

zontal viscosity is much reduced at 1/48 andmay have less

impact on the dissipation of horizontal motions, in-

cluding forced motions. Second, the main currents—

such as the ACC (see above), the Gulf Stream, or the

Kuroshio—have a stronger signature in SSH gradients

at 1/48; interannual migrations of these fronts due to the

forcing and will therefore yield a larger forced SLA

variability at 1/48.

6. Conclusions and discussion

The main purpose of this study was to estimate and

describe the sea level expression of intrinsic and forced

variabilities in the ocean at interannual time scales in

a global, realistic context (using a 1/48 eddying OGCM

with realistic geometry, initial condition, forcing, etc.).

We have compared the interannual (T. 18 months) sea

level anomalies (SLAs) simulated with two different

forcing functions: a realistic forcing with temporal scales

ranging from 12 h to decades (simulation T 2 1/48) and

the climatological seasonal cycle derived from the for-

mer (simulation I 2 1/48).

A quantitative comparison of the T 2 1/48 simulation

with AVISO observations demonstrated the realism of

the total sea surface variability (global distribution,

magnitude) between 1993 and 2004, in particular at in-

terannual time scales. The intrinsic interannual variability

was diagnosed in I2 1/48, and the forced component was

deduced by subtracting the intrinsic from the total var-

iance fields. Our main results concerning the intrinsic

and forced components are summarized below.

d Without any interannual forcing, I 2 1/48 generates an

intrinsic SLA variance that exceeds 40% of its fully

forced counterpart over half of the global ocean. This

intrinsic contribution is largest in strong eddy-active

regions: its zonal average reaches 70%–75% south

of the ACC and 50%–55% over the main western

boundary currents and their extensions. Since their

phase is not constrained by the forcing, correlation

coefficients between intrinsic SLA fluctuations and

AVISO time series at low frequency are small every-

where. The intrinsic component is weaker in absolute

value but remains large in proportion within the 208–

358 latitude band in both hemispheres; there, pre-

liminary diagnostics reveal the presence of interannual

Rossby waves continuously emitted despite the ab-

sence of direct interannual forcing.
d The LF variability is largely influenced by the atmo-

sphere (i.e., forced by it in the absence of air–sea

coupling) in the tropical Pacific and Indian Oceans.

The weaker interannual variability forced at low lati-

tudes in the Atlantic (and perhaps at higher latitudes

too) is likely due to the imprint of ENSO, which is

largest in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The strongest

direct influence of the atmosphere on interannual SLAs

far from the equator is found in the northeastern Pacific.
d As predicted by idealized studies and as seen in

altimeter observations, the interannual variability is

strong where mesoscale eddies are strong in our fully

forced simulation. In other words, unstable currents

exhibit a strong broadband temporal variability. This

spatial correspondence is even clearer without direct

interannual forcing (I 2 1/48), strongly suggesting the

oceanic (eddy driven) origin of this interannual vari-

ability. The interannual SLA variability is largely

intrinsic and has a broad range of spatial scales south

of theACC in the IndianOcean Basin; in contrast, this

variability is mostly forced by the atmosphere north of

it and has typical scales larger than 68. Explaining this

sharp meridional contrast is left for the future.
d The intrinsic interannual variability is almost absent

fromour 28 simulations; however, the forced interannual
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variability is less sensitive to model resolution. This

reaffirms that in our simulations, mesoscale eddies and

nonlinear processes are likely to play a major role in

producing intrinsic variability, and suggests that they

are weakly involved in the SLA response to direct

atmospheric forcing (which is probably linear at first

order). The chaotic behavior of this eddy-driven in-

trinsic component may explain why temporal correla-

tions between AVISO and fully forced simulations

decrease as resolution increases, both in the present

study and in Penduff P10.

Our results have several implications regarding the

interannual variability simulated by ocean models at

various resolutions. As seen in the T 2 28 / T 2 1/48

transition, resolving eddies 1) brings the distribution and

magnitude of the total interannual variability very close

to observational estimates, 2) does not modify much the

large-scale distribution and magnitude of the forced

variability but 3) strongly enhances the intrinsic com-

ponent. Since the T 2 1/48 simulation compares much

better than T2 28 with AVISO observations, it is likely

that the 1/48 diagnostics presented here have some rele-

vance for the real ocean: a substantial part of the real

interannual SLA variability is probably generated by

the ocean under the sole influence of mean and sea-

sonal atmospheric forcing.

We also showed that the extratropical variability

simulated by our Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC)-class coarse-resolution model driven by

the same interannual forcing amounts to only a fraction

of the observed variability, mostly because the intrinsic

variability generated by laminar dynamics (and param-

eterized eddy fluxes) is very weak. In other words,

laminar ocean models are much less influenced by cha-

otic variability than eddying models. At least within

regions with a substantial intrinsic variability, the pre-

dictability of interannual variability (i.e., in agreement

with the phase of observed events) may therefore be

degraded as the resolution increases in ocean-only

high-resolution forecasts (like in our T2 1/48 hindcast).

This advocates for ensemble high-resolution ocean

forecasts.

Berloff andMcWilliams (1999) and others have shown

in idealized setups that increasing Reynolds numbers

(via, e.g., smaller viscosities and/or finer resolutions)

tend to enhance the magnitude and chaotic character of

the intrinsic variability; is there evidence of such a sen-

sitivity within the existing range of eddying OGCM

simulations? ‘‘Eddy resolving’’ (e.g., 1/108) OGCMs

generally produce more realistic mean states and more

mesoscale activity than their ‘‘eddy admitting’’ (e.g., 1/48)

counterparts (e.g., Hurlburt and Hogan 2000; Smith

et al. 2000; Treguier et al. 2005). At interannual time

scales in the Kuroshio region, Taguchi et al. (2007)’s
1/108 global simulations and our 1/48 counterparts do not

differ much regarding the magnitude of their intrinsic

variabilities, total variabilities, and ratios between

both. This regional resemblance suggests that these 1/48

and 1/108 models capture comparable features of total

and intrinsic interannual variabilities in this particular

region, although this agreement cannot be assessed at

global scale (Taguchi et al.’s study is regional). It is

also likely that the detailed structure of the intrinsic

variability depends on the model considered. In-

vestigating these dependencies to model parameters

and resolution remains to be done at regional and

global scales.

The absence of air–sea coupling allowed us to sepa-

rate forced and intrinsic ocean variabilities. Brightly

shaded regions in the top panel in Fig. 8 locate many

areas where the low-frequency SLA variability is mostly

intrinsic. One may expect that in such regions, low-

frequency intrinsic SLA fluctuations have signatures in

SST that could then force low-frequency atmospheric

fluctuations. At least in these regions, low-frequency at-

mospheric variability might therefore be driven by slowly

varying SST changes of oceanic origin, which are not

resolved in coarse-resolution ocean models. Western

boundary current extensions (Berloff and McWilliams

1999) and large areas of the Southern Ocean are good

candidates for such a scenario. Identifying the implica-

tions of our results for the fully coupled climate system is

left for future studies.

Like the forced ocean variability (Sverdrup-type re-

sponses, Rossby and Kelvin waves, etc.), the intrinsic

variability has subsurface, multivariate signatures [see

idealized studies by, e.g., Spall (1996); Hogg and Blundell

(2006)] that we ignored, mostly because observations

with the adequate space–time span are restricted to the

surface. Although certain important climate indices like

the meridional overturning circulation (MOC) (Bingham

and Hughes 2009), the transport of major currents (Kelly

1991) or overflows (Hoyer and Quadfasel 2001) have

a signature in SLA, we did not investigate their intrinsic

variations since we lack adequate observations. Dedi-

cated observational andmodeling studies are thus needed

to monitor and understand the intrinsic variability of

subsurface fields and climate-relevant quantities. As

also stated by Berloff and McWilliams (1999) in their

conclusion, the (intrinsic) low-frequency variability is

poorly known in the real ocean; quantitative estimates

about its manifestations andmagnitude in the real ocean

requires more ‘‘realistic’’ simulations than those used in

process studies. The present study may be seen as such

an attempt to provide process-oriented studies with
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a more realistic context, in close connection with real

observations.
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APPENDIX A

Periods

We aim to illustrate from SLA fields some relation-

ships between the mesoscale activity (HF band) and the

intrinsic low-frequency variability (LF band) in the I 2
1/48 simulation. This requires the availability of LF and

HF time series simultaneously, which only occurs after

300 yr of spinup (only monthly T 2 1/48 outputs are

available before year 300). We verified that the de-

trended interannual variabilities s
I21=48
LF computed over

23 successive 12-yr periods vary moderately throughout

the last 276 yr of I 2 1/48: the standard deviation of this

23-member time series remains below 10% of its mean,

peaking at 20% at 308N. In other words, comparing

detrended SLA variabilities in I 2 1/48 and T 2 1/48 over

12-yr periods chosen after different spinup durations

(301 and 35 yr, respectively) is consistent, and also al-

lows a comparison between HF and LF variabilities in

I2 1/48. In summary,T2 1/48 statistics are computed over

1993–2004; they are compared in section 3 to AVISO

statistics computed over the same period and in section 4

to I 2 1/48 statistics computed over years 302–13.

APPENDIX B

Detrending

Our main aim is to compare observed, total, intrinsic,

and forced LF variabilities of SLA at low and high fre-

quency over the same range of available time scales, that

is, over the 12-yr period that is common to AVISO and

interannual runs. Linear trends were removed from all

LF collocated (observed and simulated) local SLA time

series before computing and comparing statistics (stan-

dard deviations, correlations). Indeed, some components

of local trendsmay differ within our seven-member SLA

dataset for three main reasons. First, part of these trends

might simply come from the truncation of interdecadal

oscillations, which are present in AVISO, but are likely

affected by the limited duration of model spinups. Sec-

ond, the potentially intrinsic (i.e., chaotic) component of

interdecadal variabilities may induce SLA fluctuations

with different phases in AVISO and each simulation,

hence yield arbitrary trends in individual 12-yr time

series and contaminate statistics. Third, the 12-yr

truncation of long-term, forced climate trends present

in AVISO may be altered by spurious SLA drifts in

forced simulations because freshwater fluxes are

uncertain (Béranger et al. 2006). In summary, we re-

moved the linear trends from all LF time series be-

cause their origins in simulations and in observations

may be different, hence cannot be compared consis-

tently. Beyond these reasons, removing trends also

focuses our analysis on a range of time scales that is

‘‘resolved’’ in every 12-yr time series. Note, however,

that this removal had only a small quantitative impact

on our results.B1
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